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Understanding the PEACE Bond Decision

By:  Benedicta Du-Baladad

The Supreme Court (SC) has finally spoken. The PEACE bonds are notdeposit substitutes subject to the 20% final tax, therefore, the Bureau ofTreasury (BTr) should immediately return to the investors the 20% final tax itwithheld and deducted from the redemption value of the bond when it maturedin 2011.The SC anchored its decision on the fact that, upon origination, the bondwas issued to only one buyer/lender, the CODE-NGO, and not to 20 or morelenders (the 20-lender rule) which is a requirement for a debt instrument tobecome a public borrowing making the instrument a deposit substitute subjectto the 20% final tax. Well, tax experts and market players expected the decisionto be along this line. But the Court did not stop there.The SC injected a new doctrine as regards the reckoning point for thecounting of the 20-lender rule. The phrase ‘at any one time’ for purposes ofcounting the number of lenders (20-lender rule) in determining whether thedebt instrument is a deposit substitute was interpreted by SC to mean everytransaction transacted in the primary or secondary market in connection withthe purchase and sale of securities. With this pronouncement, a debt instrumentwhich is not originally a deposit substitute at origination can become one at anytime during its term at the secondary market.On this basis, the Court ruled that if CODE-NGO/RCBC Capital sold thebonds simultaneously (take note of the word ‘simultaneous’ which the Courtkept repeating in its decision) to 20 or more lenders/investors, the PEACE bondswould have become a deposit substitute and CODE-NGO/RCBC Capital shouldhave been liable to the 20% final tax on the interest/bond discount. The BIR canstill run after CODE-NGO/RCBC Capital for the unpaid 20% final tax as theliability has not prescribed because there was omission to pay that justifies theapplication of a 10-year prescription to be counted from the discovery ofomission.To emphasize this new doctrine, the Court further said that the obligationto withhold the 20% final tax on the corresponding interest on the PEACE bondswould likewise be required of any lender/investor had the latter turned aroundand sold said PEACE bonds, whether in full or in part, simultaneously to 20 ormore lenders or investors.



It used to be that the counting of lenders is reckoned only at the point oforigination, the reason being, the act of lending happens only at that point whenthe owner of the bond raises funds to meet its financial needs.  All subsequenttransfers are just plain trading – it’s the buying and selling of the instrument –but it is not anymore lending. The only exception is in the case of governmentissuances which are deemed issued to the public regardless of the number oflenders at origination.  This is the very issue questioned in the PEACE bond case.Now that is abandoned in the PEACE bond case.Under this new doctrine of the SC, the borrowing and lending happensthroughout the life of the instrument.  It introduced the concept of a direct and
semidirect financing – direct, being at the origination and semidirect, at thesecondary trading when investors change money for the instrument with theholder still taking the borrower’s risks. The SC took a totally new concept whichis, - that the counting of the 20-lender rule is on “every transaction” executed inthe primary and secondary market.  It is on every transaction when funds aresimultaneously obtained from the public.In the case of  government bonds, for example, the counting of the 20-lender rule happens at any transaction (note the phrase ‘any transaction’) inconnection with the purchase and sale transactions, at any of the following: (1)issuance by the BTr of the bond to GSEDs in the primary market; (2) sale anddistribution by GSEDs to various lenders/investors in the secondary market; (3)subsequent sale or trading by a bondholder to another lender/investor in thesecondary market through a broker or dealer; (4) sale of a financialintermediary-bondholder of its participation interests in the bonds to individualor corporate lenders in the secondary market.The Court said that when through any of the foregoing transactions, fundsare simultaneously obtained from 20 or more lenders/investors, there is deemedto be a public borrowing and the bonds, at that point in time, are deemed depositsubstitutes and the seller shall withhold the 20% final tax on the interestcomputed on the bonds.The Court’s decision, to some extent, is not so clear at some point withregard to its interpretation of ‘at any one time’ for purposes of counting the 20-lender rule, hence, could be subject to different interpretation.  Does it mean atany time there are a total of 20 holders regardless of whether investor is aprimary or secondary holder? In short, is the counting of the 20-lenderaccumulated from primary to secondary?  Or is it counted on a per transactionbasis? A reading of the entire decision points more to a counting on a ‘pertransaction’ basis whether that transaction be at the primary or secondarymarket.  This finds support from the repetitive use of the word  ‘every
transaction’ and ‘simultaneous borrowing’.  The Court also made itself clear whenit said that ‘the obligation to withhold the 20% final tax would likewise be



required of any lender or investor if the latter turned around and sold saidPEACE bonds, in whole or in part, simultaneously to 20 or more lenders.
Applying the doctrine to the PEACE bond caseIf we are to apply this new doctrine to the PEACE bond, clearly, there wasno public borrowing at origination as there was only one lender, the CODE-NGO.At this point, the bond is not yet a deposit substitute and the BTr has noobligation to withhold the 20% final tax.If subsequently, CODE-NGO or its underwriter RCBC Capital issues thebond to 20 or more lenders/investors, the bond becomes a public borrowing ordeposit substitute in the hands of CODE-NGO/RCBC Capital and it is liable to paythe 20% final tax imposed on the present value of the discount/interest on thebonds in the amount of 24.83Billion.  Under existing rules, the 20% final tax shallbe based on the present value of the discount/interest at the time of sale orissuance (2001). In case of non-payment, additional penalty interest shall beimposed at the rate of 20% per annum computed from 2001 until paid, or a totalof 13 years if paid this year.As the tax on the total discount to be earned over the 10-year term of thebond is already paid upfront at this point, the instrument will be considered “taxpaid” and the interest income earned by investors for the remaining life of theinstrument shall no longer be subjected to tax.   When these “tax paid”instruments are traded, the holders will just share the cost of the tax paid inproportion to the interest earned by them. Thus, had CODE-NGO known at thattime when it sold the bonds that it is required to pay the 20% tax, it could haveadded the tax cost to the selling price of the bonds, collected it from the buyers,and remitted the same to the BIR.If, on the other hand, CODE-NGO/RCBC Capital did not sell the bonds to20 or more lenders/investors, then there is no obligation on its part to withholdthe 20% final tax. The income from the bond earned or to be earned bysubsequent shareholders shall remain to be taxable and to be reported in the taxreturn until such time that the instrument is converted to a deposit substitute byany subsequent holder who breaches the 20-lender rule.What about the gain of 1.825Billion derived by CODE-NGO from the saleof the bonds? Since the instrument is a long-term instrument with a term of morethan 5 years, the trading gain received is not subject to income tax, but theinterest income component, if any, is subject to the ordinary corporate incometax of 30% based on net income.Post Code-NGO, there are several scenarios that could have happened goingforward.  As this is a 10-year bond, there could have been several layers oftrading transactions.  Below are possible scenarios:1. A buyer/investor of CODE-NGO (Investor A) subsequently sold hisbondholding to 20 or more investors in the secondary market. - Investor



A is liable to withhold a 20% final tax on the present value of theremaining unaccreted discount as at the time of sale.  All subsequentholders of the bond sold by this investor shall no longer be subject to taxon interest income earned as the instrument is already considered “taxpaid”.2. On the hand, a buyer (Investor B) sold/traded the bond to less than 20lenders/investors. - Investor B is not required to withhold the 20% finaltax.  Interest income earned by subsequent bondholders of Investor Bshall be reported in the income tax return until such time that the 20-lender rule is breached by a subsequent holder.3. One of the buyers is a bank (Investor C) and the bank sold his bondholdings to corporate and individual clients of the bank and the numberexceeded 20. - The bank is required to pay the 20% final tax on theunaccreted discount.  Exemption from tax may apply to individual clientsif the instrument qualify as long-term instrument and the client held on toit for a period of not less than 5 years.   Likewise, all the otherrequirements for tax exemption as required under existing regulationsare met.4. The buyer/investor held on to maturity. - The interest income earned issubject to regular income tax and to be reported in the income tax return.Any income from redemption is exempt from tax.As can be seen in the above scenarios, if CODE-NGO did not sell to 20 or morelenders, subsequent holders of the bond may still be liable to the 20% final tax ifat any point in time it was sold by the latter to 20 or more lenders. The bankswhich acquired the bonds from CODE-NGO may also be liable to the 20% finaltax had they sold, in part or in full, their holdings to 20 or more clients, bothindividual and corporate.The rule is, interest income or discount earned prior to the bond becoming adeposit substitute is an income subject to the corporate or individual income tax,depending on the status of the holder.  When at any point during the term of thebond the 20-lender rule is breached and the bond becomes a deposit substitute,the seller shall withhold the 20% final tax on the present value of the remainingunaccreted discount. Henceforth, all subsequent holders of that bond on whichthe tax has been paid (tax paid) shall be exempt from tax on interest incomeearned from the bond.
Impact on the current practiceThis new doctrine to include secondary trading and making everytransaction as a reckoning point in determining the 20-lender rule may be facedwith difficulties in terms of implementation such as tracking, pricing and etc.As shown in the illustration above, the application of this doctrine willlead to a situation where a single bond issuance (perhaps with a single codeidentification) traded in the market can either be ‘tax paid’ or ‘taxable’. Can thecurrent market structure effectively track which are tax-paid vis-à-vis taxable?Will the pricing be the same?  Will the infrastructure be able to determine at



what point and in whose hands in the secondary market the instrument becamea deposit substitute?Well, the doctrine in the PEACE bond case may be legal, but will it holdwater when applied in real setting?I would rather prefer the old rule that government issuances are deemedpublic borrowings subject to 20% final tax as long as its application is clear,feasible and consistent; it does not change midstream by mere whim of theregulators, and if ever these are changed, it applies prospectively.
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